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Abstract
Recently, there has been a paradigm shift within certain supply chains towards modular
manufacturing, whereby transportable modular production units can be relocated between production facilities to meet the spatial and temporal changes in the availabilities, demands, and
prices of the underlying commodities. We refer to the optimal distribution, production, and
storage of commodities, and the routing and operation of the modular production units within
the aforementioned supply chain as the dynamic multiple commodity supply chain problem with
modular production units. To this end, we present a “flow-based” and a “path-based” mixedinteger linear programming formulation to model the problem. In an effort to solve large-scale
instances of the problem, we propose an iterative three-stage matheuristic for the “path-based”
formulation. In the first stage of the matheuristic, a feasible solution to the problem is generated by a Lagrangian relaxation based heuristic. In the second stage of the matheuristic,
a path-relinking procedure is utilized as a local search heuristic to further improve the solution. And in the final stage of the matheuristic, the Lagrangian multipliers are updated via
a subgradient method. The effectiveness of the matheuristic is illustrated through numerical
experiments with a set of randomly generated test instances. For the large-scale test instances,
the results show that the matheuristic produces quality solutions orders of magnitude faster
than a “state-of-the-art” mixed-integer linear programming solver.
Keywords Production; Scheduling; Heuristics; Large scale optimization
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Introduction
Traditionally, the manufacturing industry has relied upon “the bigger it is, the better it

is” approach for the design of supply chains Arora, Li, Zantye, and Hasan (2020). This design
approach is driven by “economies of scale”, which dictates that the capital and operational cost
per unit of a commodity produced by a production facility is inversely related to its production
capacity. Consequently, this meant that large centralized production facilities were favored over
smaller decentralized production facilities Allen, Allaire, and El-Halwagi (2018); Baldea, Edgar,
Stanley, and Kiss (2017). However, recently there has been a push towards decentralized supply
chains whose production facilities are designed and operated utilizing a building block approach
Allman, Lee, Martin, and Zhang (2021); Bielenberg and Palou-Rivera (2019); Roy (2017).
In this building block approach, production facilities are comprised of transportable modular production units, which can operate in series, parallel, or some combination depending on
the desired layout of the production facility. These modular production units can be relocated
between different locations in the supply chain to absorb the spatial and temporal changes in
availabilities, demands, and prices of the underlying commodities Allman and Zhang (2020);
Becker, Lier, and Werners (2019); Bhosekar and Ierapetritou (2021); Shao and Zavala (2020).
We refer to the optimal distribution, production, and storage of commodities, and the routing
and operation of modular production units as the dynamic multiple commodity supply chain
problem with modular production units (DMC-MPU). It should be noted, to the best of the
authors knowledge, there is no existing work in the literature that explicitly tracks how individual modular production units optimally traverse between production facilities throughout a
planning horizon, while simultaneously considering distribution and storage decisions, for either
single or multiple commodity supply chains.
Many industries are harnessing the benefits of utilizing decentralized production facilities
comprised of modular production units. One industry that is leading the way in the industrialization of modular production units is the unconventional upstream oil and gas industry
Hong et al. (2020). This is due, in large part, to the fact that unconventional oil and gas wells
typically have steep production decline curves in the first few years of operation Baihly, Altman,
Malpani, Luo, et al. (2010). This in turn, allows the oil and gas companies to spatially relocate
modular production units between their production facilities to meet the temporal changes in
production, thereby allowing them to reduce their capital and operational expenditures that
would have been spent on additional fixed production units. Some of the applications that
modular production units have been utilized for in the unconventional upstream oil and gas
industry are: (i) traditional oil and gas processing; (ii) treating flowback and produced water;
(iii) converting stranded natural gas into liquids; and (iv) managing pump and/or compressor
stations on pipelines Allen, Avraamidou, and Pistikopoulos (2020); Yang and You (2018).
One of the major issues with developing multi-commodity supply chains comprised of modular production units is the combinatorial difficulty of the associated optimization problem.
This is attributed to the fact that the associated optimization problem integrates a production
scheduling problem that includes distribution and storage decisions for commodities with a dynamic facility location problem, both of which are known NP-hard problems Allman and Zhang
(2020); Jena, Cordeau, and Gendron (2017). To this end, the contributions in this work are as
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follows:
i. we create two generalizable mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulations to
solve the DMC-MPU, which utilize “flow-based” and “path-based” approaches respectively;
ii. we present a column generation procedure to expeditiously explore the solution space
of the “path-based” MILP formulation, which includes a bespoke dynamic programming
problem to solve the column generation subproblems;
iii. we present a Lagrangian relaxation procedure to further decompose the “path-based”
formulation;
iv. we present an iterative three-stage matheuristic to generate feasible solutions to the DMCMPU, which includes a path-relinking procedure to intensify locally optimal solutions;
v. we illustrate the effectiveness of the matheuristic through the use of numerical experiments
on a set of randomly generated test instances.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, a literature review on problems with
integrated distribution, production, and routing decisions is given. In Section 3, the problem
definition of the DMC-MPU is given. In Section 4, the “flow-based” MILP formulation and
the “path-based” MILP formulation of the DMC-MPU is given. In Section 5, we present
the an integrated column generation and Lagrangian relaxation procedure to solve the linear
programming relaxation of the “path-based” MILP formulation. In Section 6, the iterative
three-stage matheuristic is presented for solving the DMC-MPU. In Section 7, the results to
the numerical experiments are presented. In Section 8, we give our concluding remarks.
2

Literature Review
As aforementioned, the DMC-MPU simultaneously considers, distribution, production, and

storage decisions for a set of commodities with routing and operational decisions for a set of
the modular production units. These sets of decisions can be modeled by generalizing and
integrating: (i) the capacitated lot-sizing problem, which aids in making decisions concerning
distribution, production, and storage of the commodities; and (ii) the dynamic facility location
problem and the vehicle routing problem, which aids in making decisions regarding the routing
of the modular production units.
2.1

Dynamic Facility Location Problem
Traditionally in the literature, supply chains comprised of modular production units have

been modeled through the utilization and extension of the dynamic facility location problem
(DFLP). In the DFLP, the decision maker has the ability to decide where to locate production
facilities in the supply chain as well as the ability to shift capacity between facilities through
the use of “capacity transfers” Melo, Nickel, and Da Gama (2006). Depending on the exact
formulation of the DFLP the decision maker has the ability to: (i) break ground on new facilities;
(ii) expand the capacity of existing facilities; (iii) relocate production capacity between facilities;
and (vi) permanently close facilities. These decisions are based upon time dependent commodity
demands at the locations in the supply chain Allman and Zhang (2020).
Recently, researchers have begun to utilize modular production units as a means to transfer
production capacity between production facilities Allen et al. (2020); Silva, Aloise, Coelho, and
3

Rocha (2020). To accomplish this, various mathematical programming models have been put
forth for single and multiple commodity supply chains Allen et al. (2018); Jena, Cordeau, and
Gendron (2015); Jena et al. (2017). Other researchers have begun to use metrics to access the
effectiveness and resiliency of supply chains comprised of modular production units Bhosekar,
Badejo, and Ierapetritou (2021); Bhosekar and Ierapetritou (2021); Q. Chen and Grossmann
(2019).
2.2

Capacitated Lot-Sizing Problem
Both medium-term production planning and short-term production scheduling problems

can be modeled by the capacitated lot-sizing problem (CLSP) and its variations. The CLSP
typically includes and/or allows for: (i) a discretized time horizon in which decisions can be
made; (ii) a set of levels, “single-level” or “multi-level”, to transform raw materials to products;
(iii) a set of commodities including raw materials, intermediate products, and/or final products;
(iv) capacity constraints on production, transportation, and storage mechanisms; (v) static or
dynamic demands of products; (vi) set up procedures for bringing production units online;
and (v) a transportation network to route commodities between locations in the supply chain
Akbalik, Penz, and Rapine (2015); Allen et al. (2022); Karimi, Ghomi, and Wilson (2003);
Pochet and Wolsey (2006).
Different extensions of the CLSP have been considered by researchers. For example, when
there is more than one item produced by the production facility, the CLSP is referred to as
the multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problem (MICLSP). Likewise, when multiple items are
produced by the production facility and when one or more of those items are utilized to produce a
different commodity(s) the problem is referred to as the multi-level capacitated lot-sizing problem
(MLCLSP). Similarly, when there is more than one production plant or module utilized, the
CLSP is referred to as the multi-plant capacitated lot-sizing problem (MPCLSP) or multi-module
capacitated lot-sizing problem (MMCLSP), respectively. These four classes of problems are know
to be NP-hard Bansal and Kianfar (2015); W.-H. Chen and Thizy (1990); Maes, McClain, and
Van Wassenhove (1991); Nascimento, Resende, and Toledo (2010); Pochet and Wolsey (2006).
2.3

Production Routing Problem
Medium-term production planning or short-term production scheduling with integrated

routing decisions can be modeled by the production routing problem (PRP) and variations
thereof. In the PRP, production scheduling decisions, inventory management decisions, and
production distribution and acquisition decisions are integrated into a single optimization problem that is NP-Hard. The production scheduling decisions in the PRP are largely based on
the CLSP, while the distribution and acquisition decisions in the PRP are largely based upon
formulations for the inventory routing problem (IRP) Adulyasak, Cordeau, and Jans (2015).
Typically in deterministic cases of the IRP, there is a set of production facilities, with fixed
production schedules that cannot be altered, and a set of consumers that have known demands.
The IRP is a generalization of the vehicle routing problem (VRP) and determines how best to
allocate products in the supply chain through the use of delivery vehicles to minimize operational cost or to maximize operational profit, while simultaneously ensuring that the demands of
the consumers are met Andersson, Hoff, Christiansen, Hasle, and Løkketangen (2010); Coelho,
4

Cordeau, and Laporte (2014). Typically in the PRP, “flow-based” formulations in conjunction
with sub-tour elimination constraints are utilized to spatially and temporally track how commodities are routed within the supply chain. However, recently there has been an emergence of
“path-based” formulations to spatially and temporally track how commodities are routed within
the supply chain utilizing bespoke branch-and-price and branch-price-and-cut algorithms Bard
and Nananukul (2010); Dayarian and Desaulniers (2019).
2.4

Matheuristics
Since the aforementioned problems are in general NP-hard, many practitioners often re-

sort to heuristics, as opposed to purely mathematical programming techniques, to solve their
problems. Some of these heuristics include variable neighborhood search procedures, fix-andoptimize procedures, LP based procedures, adaptive large neighborhood search procedures,
Lagrangian based procedures, and greedy randomized adaptive search procedures Adulyasak,
Cordeau, and Jans (2014); Maes et al. (1991); Nascimento et al. (2010); Qiu, Wang, Xu, Fang,
and Pardalos (2018); Sambasivan and Yahya (2005); Seeanner, Almada-Lobo, and Meyr (2013);
Toledo, da Silva Arantes, Hossomi, França, and Akartunalı (2015). Recently, researchers have
begun to integrate heuristics and mathematical programming techniques in procedures referred
to as matheuristics Boschetti, Maniezzo, Roffilli, and Röhler (2009). These matheuristics have
been successfully applied to a variety of problems, including VRPs, PRPs, and fixed-charge
network flow problems (FCNFPs) Archetti, Boland, and Grazia Speranza (2017); Avci and
Yildiz (2019); Gendron, Hanafi, and Todosijević (2018). The success of matheuristics is largely
attributed to the fact that they are able to exploit and conjoin the best aspects of heuristics
and mathematical programming techniques Allen et al. (2021); Archetti and Speranza (2014).
Consequently, we utilize this approach to tackle large-scale instances of the DMC-MPU.
3

Problem Definition
Consider a central planner who is trying to optimally operate a multi-commodity supply

chain with an underlying distribution system over a discretized time horizon, T . The locations
in the supply chain can function as commodity sinks, commodity sources, production facilities,
warehouses, or some combination thereof. The production facilities in the supply chain are
comprised of transportable modular production units, K. These modular production units can
be transferred between production facilities at discrete points in the time horizon and can utilize
different underlying technologies to produce or consume different commodities. This in turn,
allows the type and maximum amount of commodity, c ∈ C, consumed and/or produced at the
production facilities, to evolve throughout the discretized time horizon.
Illustrative Example 1. To elucidate the concept of modular manufacturing, assume the central planner has access to six modular production units, {k1 , k2 , . . . , k6 }, with known conversion
factors, nameplate capacities, and operating costs. The central planner would like to utilize
a subset of these modular production units at a production facility to produce the products,
{c6 , c7 }, via the raw materials, {c1 , c2 }. Figure 1 is an illustration of two possible layouts that
the central planner could employ at the production facility. In the first layout, Fig. 1.a, four
modular production units, {k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 }, are utilized, while in the second layout, Fig. 1.b, three
modular production units, {k3 , k5 , k6 }, are utilized. Depending on the conversion factors, name5
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Figure 1: Two different configurations of modular production units at a production facility.
plate capacities, operating of the modular production units, commodity availabilities, commodity
demands, etc. the first configuration may be preferable to the second or vice-versa.
The superstructure of the supply chain can be mapped to a fully connected directed graph,
G1 (V1 , E1 ). The vertices, V1 , represent the locations in the supply chain and the edges, E1 ,
indicate the pathways for the shipment of commodities between locations. The vertices, V1 (c) ⊆
V1 , indicate the locations in the supply chain that allow a specific commodity, c ∈ C, and the
edges, E1 (c) ⊆ E1 , represent the locations that a specific commodity, c ∈ C, can be transported
“from” and “to”.
The manner in which the modular production units can spatially and temporally traverse
through the supply chain can be captured through the use of the directed acyclic graph,
G2 (V2 , E2 ). The vertices in the graph are tuples that indicate the facilities and the corresponding
time periods that a modular production unit can be located at. The edges in the graph represent
the modular production units ability to spatially and temporally traverse the supply chain. For
each modular production unit, k ∈ K, there is a subgraph, G2 (V2 (k), E2 (k)), that captures the
modular production unit’s ability to traverse the graph. The vertices, V2 (k) ⊆ V2 , and edges,
E2 (k) ⊆ E2 , in the subgraph are based upon the initial location of the modular production unit
and the time it takes the modular production unit to traverse between two production facilities.
f1
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t1

t2

t3

Visited the facility in the time period
Did not visit the facility in the time period

t4

t5

Traversed route
Nontraversed route

Figure 2: Example of the movement of a modular production unit in the supply chain.

Illustrative Example 2. Figure 2 is a fictitious illustration of the movement of a modular production unit in the supply chain. In this example, there is a set of production facilities, {f1 , f2 },
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that the modular production unit can visit over the course of the time horizon, {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }.
The modular production unit is originally located at f1 and it takes the modular production unit
one time period to be transferred from one facility to the other. Consequently, if the modular
production unit is moved from one facility to another it cannot be operational during the time
period it is in transport. From inspection of the figure, it is clear that there are two additional
time periods, t0 and t5 , which are utilized for an artificial “source-node” and “sink-node”, respectively. Initially, the modular production unit is transported from the artificial “source-node”
to a different facility, f2 , and it arrives there at the beginning of the second time period, t2 ;
therefore, it can be operated in the second time period. At the end of the second time period, the
modular production unit is routed back to its initial facility, f1 , and stays there until the end of
the time horizon.
Illustrative Example 3. Figure 3 is a fictitious Gantt chart of the movement and operational
status of a set of modular production units, {k1 , k2 , . . . , k10 }, in the supply chain. In this
example, there is a set of production facilities, {f1 , f2 , . . . , f20 }, that the modular production
units can visit over the course of the time horizon, {1, 2, . . . , 20}. It should be noted, that a
modular production unit’s operational status can either be “on” or “off ” and the hatched regions
indicates when it is in transport between production facilities.

Figure 3: Gantt chart tracking the movement and operational status of the modular production
units.
The decisions of the central planner are as follows and are made every time period: (i) how
are the modular production units routed between the production facilities; (ii) what are the
production set points of the modular production units; (iii) how much of a commodity is stored
in each warehouse; (iv) how much of a commodity is disposed at the auxiliary commodity sink;
(v) how much of a commodity is purchased from the auxiliary commodity sources; and (vi)
how the commodities are routed between locations. The objective of the central planner is to
minimize the cost of the aforementioned operational decisions while simultaneously ensuring
that the demands of commodities are met. It is assumed that perfect information regarding
the availabilities of commodities, demands of commodities, and the cost of making each type of
7

aforementioned decision is known.
4

Problem Formulation
In this section, two MILP formulations of the DMC-MPU are given: (i) the first formulation

utilizes a “flow-based” approach to spatially and temporally track the modular production units,
(ii) while the second formulation utilizes a “path-based” approach.
4.1

Nomenclature

Graphs
G1 (V1 , E1 ) a directed graph whose vertices capture the commodity source locations, production
facilities, and commodity sink locations, and the edges indicate the pathways for
the direct shipment of commodities between said locations and production facilities
G2 (V2 , E2 ) directed acyclic graph that captures the spatial and temporal locations of the modular production units – the vertices represent the facilities and corresponding time
periods that a modular production unit can be located at, and the edges represent the modular production units’ ability to spatially and temporally traverse the
supply chain
Sets
C

commodities, {1, 2, . . . , |C|}

C1

commodities that serve as raw materials, {c ∈ C1 : C1 ⊂ C}

C2

commodities that serve as intermediate products, {c ∈ C2 : C2 ⊂ C}

C3

commodities that serve as final products, {c ∈ C3 : C3 ⊂ C}

D

locations with commodity sinks, {d ∈ D : D ⊆ V1 }

F

locations with production facilities, {f ∈ F : F ⊆ V1 }

K

modular production units, {1, 2, . . . , |K|}

P

all paths that the modular production units, K, can traverse in the graph, G2 (V2 , E2 )

T

discretized time horizon, {1, 2, . . . , |T |}, where operational decisions can be made

Ts

expanded discretized time horizon, {0, 1, . . . , |T | + 1}

R

locations with commodity sources, {r ∈ R : R ⊆ V1 }

Subsets
P(k)

all paths that a modular production unit, k ∈ K, can traverse, {1, 2, . . . , |Pk |}, in
the subgraph, G2 (V2 (k), E2 (k))

V1 (c)

locations, v ∈ V1 (c) ⊆ V1 , in the supply chain that allow a specific commodity,
c ∈ C, to be consumed, produced, sourced, transported “from”, and/or transported
“to”

E1 (c)

edges, (v, v̄) ∈ E1 (c) ⊆ E1 , in the graph, G1 , that represent the locations in the
supply chain that a specific commodity, c ∈ C, can be routed “from” and “to”
respectively
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V1 (c, v)+

locations in the supply chain that a specific commodity, c ∈ C, can be routed “to”,
{v̄ ∈ V1 (c) : (v, v̄) ∈ E1 (c)}, given that it is being sent “from” a specific location

V1 (c, v)−

locations in the supply chain that a specific commodity, c ∈ C, can be routed “from”,
{v̄ ∈ V1 (c) : (v̄, v) ∈ E1 (c)}, given that it is headed “to” a specific location

V2 (k)

tuples, n ∈ V2 (k) ⊆ V2 , of time periods and locations where a specific modular
production unit, k ∈ K, can reside

E2 (k)

edges, (n, n̄) ∈ E2 (k) ⊆ E2 , in the graph, G2 , that represent the time periods and
facilities in the supply chain that a specific modular production unit, k ∈ K, can be
routed “from” and “to” respectively

V2 (k, n)+

time periods and facilities that a modular production unit, k ∈ K, can be routed
“to” for a specific time period and facility, {n̄ ∈ V2 (k) : (n, n̄) ∈ E2 (k)}, given that
is it currently being routed “from” a specific facility at a given time period

V2 (k, n)−

time periods and facilities that a modular production unit, k ∈ K, can be routed
“from” for a specific time period and facility, {n̄ ∈ V2 (k) : (n̄, n) ∈ E2 (k)}, given
that it will arrive at a specific location at a given time period

Parameters
c
αt,v

nominal availability of a commodity, c ∈ C, at a source location, v ∈ V1 (c) ∩ R,
during a time period, t ∈ T

c
βt,v

nominal demand of a commodity, c ∈ C, at a sink location, v ∈ V1 (c) ∩ D, during a
time period, t ∈ T

c
γt,v,v̄

maximum amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that can be transferred from a location,
v, to a different, v̄, during a time period, t ∈ T , where (v, v̄) ∈ V1 (c)

δfk¯,f

time it takes to route and integrate a modular production unit, k ∈ K, from one
facility in the supply chain, f¯ ∈ F, to another facility, f ∈ F

η k,c

ratio of a commodity, c ∈ C, a modular production unit, k ∈ K, produces or
consumes compared to its basis

k
θ(t,f
)

equal to: (i) 1 if the modular production unit, k ∈ K, is originally located the
facility, f ∈ F, and t ≡ 0; (ii) -1 if modular production unit, k ∈ K, is originally
located the facility, f ∈ F, and t ≡ |T | + 1; (iii) and 0 otherwise

ρct,v

maximum amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that can be purchased at a location,
v ∈ V1 (c), during a time period, t ∈ T

σvc

maximum storage capacity of a commodity, c ∈ C, a location, v ∈ V1 (c)

σ̇vc

initial amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, stored at a location, v ∈ V1 (c)

c
υt,v

maximum amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that can be disposed of at a location,
v ∈ V1 (c), during a time period, t ∈ T

χk

maximum production capacity of a modular production unit, k ∈ K

φk,p
(t,f )

equal to 1 if the modular unit, k ∈ K, is located at the production facility, f ∈ F,
during the time period, t ∈ T , when it traverses a path, p ∈ P(k); otherwise, 0
9

ψk

initial location of a modular production unit, k ∈ K

ω

discount factor

Objective Coefficients
Γct,v,v̄

variable cost to transport a commodity, c ∈ C, from a location, v, to location, v̄,
where (v, v̄) ∈ E1 (c), during the time period, t ∈ T

c
Pt,v

variable cost to purchase a commodity, c ∈ C, at a location, v ∈ V1 , during the time
period, t ∈ T

c
St,v

variable cost to store a commodity, c ∈ C, at a location, v ∈ V1 (c), during the time
period, t ∈ T

Tspk

cost of the operation path, p ∈ P(k) for the modular production unit, k ∈ K

c
Yt,v

variable cost to dispose of a commodity, c ∈ C, at a location, v ∈ V1 , during the
time period, t ∈ T

k
X(t,f
)

variable cost to operate a modular production unit, k ∈ K, during the time period,
t ∈ T , at the production facility, f ∈ F

sk
X
(t,f )

fixed cost to operate a modular production unit, k ∈ K, during the time period,
t ∈ T , at the production facility, f ∈ F

k
Zsn,n̄

fixed cost to transport a modular production unit, k ∈ K, between two locations,
f , and f¯, where ((t, f ), (t̄, f¯)) ∈ (n, n̄) ∈ E2 (k)

Binary Variables
t̄kp

1 if the modular production unit, k ∈ K, traverses the path p ∈ P(k); otherwise, 0

x̄kn

1 if the modular production unit, k ∈ K, is operational at a facility, f , during a
time period, t, such that (t, f ) ≡ n ∈ V2 (k); otherwise, 0

k
z̄n,n̄

1 if the modular production unit, k ∈ K, is routed from a facility, f , at time
period, t, to a facility, f¯, at time period, t̄, such that ((t, f ), (t̄, f¯)) ≡ (n, n̄) ∈ E2 (k);
otherwise, 0

Continuous Variables
c
gt,v,v̄

amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that is transported from a location, v, to location,
v̄, during a time period, t ∈ T where (v, v̄) ∈ E1 (c)

pct,v

amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that is purchased at a location, v ∈ V1 , during a
time period, t ∈ T , from the slack raw commodity source

sct,v

amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that is stored at a location, v ∈ V1 (c), during a time
period, t ∈ T

c
yt,v

amount of a commodity, c ∈ C, that is disposed of at a sink location, v ∈ V1 , during
a time period, t ∈ T , from the slack commodity sink

xkn

operational capacity of a modular production unit, k ∈ K, that is located at a
facility, f , during a time period, t, where (t, f ) ≡ n ∈ V2 (k)
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4.2

Flow-Based Formulation
The MILP formulation of the “flow-based” formulation is given by F . The “flow-based”

formulation is similar to other formulations in the literature that utilize a single unit flow to
spatially and temporally track an object Agra, Andersson, Christiansen, and Wolsey (2013).
F = min J1 + J2
X
X
c
c
c
= βt,v
+ ...
η k,c · xk(t,v) + pct,v + αt,v
gt,v̄,v
+
s.t. sct−1,v +
−
k∈K
v̄∈V1 (c,v)
X
c
g c + sct,v ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c);
yt,v
+
+ t,v,v̄

(1)

v̄∈V1 (c,v)

sct,v

=

σ̇vc

∀ t ∈ {0}, c ∈ C, v ∈ V1 (c)

(2)

sct,v ≤ σvc ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c)

(3)

c
c
gt,v,v̄
≤ γv,v̄
∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , (v, v̄) ∈ E1 (c)

(4)

pct,v ≤ ρct,v ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c)

(5)

c
yt,v
≤ υvc ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c)

(6)

xkn

(7)

≤ χk ·
X

x̄kn

∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)
X
k
z̄
−
z̄ k = θnk ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)
n,n̄
+
− n̄,n

n̄∈V2 (k,n)

x̄kn ≤

X

n̄∈V2 (k,n)

z̄ k
n̄∈V2 (k,n)− n̄,n

∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)

(8)
(9)

x̄kn ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)

(10)

k
z̄n,n̄
∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K, (n, n̄) ∈ E2 (k)

(11)

c
gt,v,v̄
∈ [0, ∞) ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , (v, v̄) ∈ E1 (c)

(12)

pct,v ∈ [0, ∞) ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c)

(13)

sct,v ∈ [0, ∞) ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c)

(14)

xkn ∈ [0, ∞) ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)

(15)

c
yt,v

(16)

∈ [0, ∞) ∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T , v ∈ V1 (c)

The objective functions, J1 and J2 , in F are given by Eqs. (17) and (18) respectively.
Equation (17) sums the variable costs to store commodities at all of the locations, operate all of
the modular production units, transport commodities between locations, purchase commodities
at all of the locations, and to dispose or sell products at all of the locations in the supply
chain over the course of the time horizon. Equation (18) sums the fixed costs to operate and
transport the modular production units in the supply chain over the course of the time horizon
respectively.
J1 =

X

X

c∈C

X

t∈T

X

c∈C

X

X
v∈V1 (c)

X
t∈T

X

c∈C

X
k∈K

c
St,v
· sct,v + . . .

(v,v̄)∈E1 (c)

X
t∈T

v∈V1 (c)

X
n∈V2 (k)

c
Γct,v,v̄ · gt,v,v̄
+ ...

c
Pt,v
· pct,v + . . .

Xnk · xkn + . . .
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(17)

X

X
c∈C

J2 =

X

X
t∈T

X

k∈K

X
k∈K

v∈V1 (c)

n∈V2 (k)

c
c
Yt,v
· yt,v

s k · x̄k + . . .
X
n
n

X
(n,n̄)∈E2 (k)

(18)

k
k
Zsn,n̄
· z̄n,n̄

The first set of constraints, Eqs. (1) - (7), in the “flow-based” formulation are utilized to
model acquisition, production, inventory management, and distribution decisions. It should
be highlighted that these constraints are similar to those found in multi-item, multi-plant capacitated lot-sizing problem formulations Pochet and Wolsey (2006). Equation (1) is a general
material balance constraint for each location in the supply chain that ensures the conservation
of mass holds between the commodity demand sinks, commodity sources, modular production
units, and storage units. Equation (2) enforces the amount of commodity that is stored at a
location at the beginning of the time horizon. Equation (3) ensures that a commodity storage unit cannot store more than its maximum storage capacity. Equation (4) ensures that the
amount of a commodity transported between two locations in the supply chain is less than the
maximum capacity of the transportation mechanism. Equation (5) enforces an upper bound on
the amount of a commodity that a location can purchase from its auxiliary commodity source.
Equation (6) enforces an upper bound on the amount of a commodity that a location can dispose of at its auxiliary commodity sink. Equation (7) ensures that if a modular production unit
is operational, its operational set point must be less than its nameplate capacity.
The second set of constraints, Eq. (8), are utilized to model the routing of the modular
production units between the production facilities, and are based upon single unit network flow
formulations Agra et al. (2013); Belvaux and Wolsey (2001). In Eq. (8) the parameter, θnk , is
employed to insert a single unit of flow at the artificial “source-node” and to remove a single
unit of flow at the artificial “sink-node”. These constraints are similar to those employed to
track changes over in the capacitated lot-sizing problem utilizing small bucket models Belvaux
and Wolsey (2001) and to track ships in the maritime inventory routing problem Agra et al.
(2013).
The final set of constraints, Eq. (9), integrates the routing constraints with the lot-sizing
constraints by linking the binary variables, i.e., the constraints ensure that the only way the a
modular production unit can be operational at a facility is if it is located there.
Equations (10) and (11) describe the binary variables that track whether or not a modular
production unit is operational and whether or not a modular unit traversed between two edges in
the graph G2 , respectively. Equations (12) - (16) describe the non-negative continuous variables
that indicate if a commodity is transported between two locations in the supply chain, the
amount of a commodity purchased from the auxiliary commodity source at a location in the
supply chain, the amount of a commodity stored at a location in the supply chain, the production
set point of a modular production unit at a location in the supply chain, and the amount of a
commodity that is disposed of at an auxiliary commodity sink at a location in the supply chain,
respectively.
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4.3

Path-Based Formulation
The “path-based” MILP formulation for the DMC-MPU is given by R. The “path-based”

formulation is similar to those put forth for modeling the vehicle routing problem Skitt and
Levary (1985) and its affiliate problems, such as the inventory routing problem Gronhaug,
Christiansen, Desaulniers, and Desrosiers (2010) and the production routing problem Bard and
Nananukul (2010). The primary difference between the two formulations, is that in the “pathbased” approach every possible route that a modular production unit, k ∈ K, can traverse
through the subgraph, G2 (V2 (k), E2 (k)), is explicitly considered, as well as whether or not the
modular production unit is operational or not when it is located at a production facility. It is
worth noting that the cardinality of the set of possible operational paths, P(k), for a specific

modular production unit, k ∈ K, is on the order of O |F||T | ·|F||{“off”,“on”}| , where the elements
“on” and “off” indicate if the modular production unit is operational or not.
R = min J1 + J3
X
s.t.
t̄k = 1 ∀ k ∈ K
p∈P(k) p
X
k
xkn ≤
χk · φk,p
n · t̄p ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)
p∈P(k)

t̄kp ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K, p ∈ P(k)

(19)
(20)
(21)

Eqs. (1) - (6), (12) - (16)
The objective functions, J1 and J3 , in R are given by Eqs. (17) and (22) respectively.
Equation (22) sums the fixed cost to transport and operate the modular production units in
the supply chain based on the operational paths that they traverse.
J3 =

X

X

k∈K

p∈P(k)

Tspk · t̄kp

(22)

The first set of equations, Eq. (19), are set partitioning constraints and ensure that one
operational path must be selected for each of the modular production units. The second set of
constraints, Eq. (20), integrates the binary routing and operational decisions, {t̄kp }k∈K, p∈P(k) ,
with the continuous operational decisions, {xkn }k∈K, n∈V2 (k) . This integration is accomplished
via the parameter, φk,p
(t,f ) , which is equal to 1 if the modular production unit, k ∈ K, is located
and operational at the facility, f ∈ F, during the time period, t ∈ T , when it traverses the
operational path, p ∈ P(k); otherwise it is equal to 0. It should be noted that the set of
constraints in Eq. (20) in the “path-based” formulation are analogous to the constraints in
Eq. (7) and Eq. (9) in the “flow-based” formulation. Moreover, the relationship between the
binary routing and operational variables in the two formulations can be explicitly given by
P
P
k
k
k
φk,p
s
n · t̄p .
n̄∈V2 (k,n)− z̄n̄,n ≥ x̄n =
p∈P(k)
The third set of equations, Eq. (21), describe the binary variables that track whether or not
a modular production unit traverses a specific operational path.
The final set of equations, Eqs. (1) - (6) and Eqs. (12) - (16), are carbon copies to those found
in the “flow-based” approach and are utilized to describe acquisition, production, inventory
management, and distribution decisions.
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5

Decomposition Procedures
In this section, we present two decomposition procedures for the DMC-MPU. The first

method presented is a column generation procedure for solving the linear programming (LP)
relaxation of the “path-based” formulation of the DMC-MPU. The aim of this procedure is to
prevent the a priori generation of all the operational paths, P, that the modular production units
could possibly undertake; thereby, dramatically reducing the overall complexity of constructing
and solving the problem. Then a Lagrangian relaxation procedure is presented to decompose
the “path-based” formulation, which decouples the problem into a single LP problem and a set
of |K| independent subproblems.
5.1

Column Generation Procedure

In this subsection, we present the column generation procedure to generate a subset of the
s ⊆ P, utilized for constructing and solving the “path-based” formulation
operational paths, P
of the DMC-MPU. We then show that the column generation subproblems can be recast from
a mathematical programming problem with integer variables to a shortest path problem that
can be solved in O(|E2 |) time.
5.1.1

Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition

The restricted master problem for the column generation procedure is given by R(·). The
restricted master problem is parameterized by a subset of the operational paths that the modular
s ≡ ∪k∈K P(k)
s
s is a subset of operational paths
production units can traverse, P
⊆ P, where P(·)
that belong to a specific modular production unit.
s = min J1 +
R(P)

X

X

s.t. xkn ≤
X

X

s
p∈P(k)

k∈K
s
p∈P(k)

t̄kp
s
p∈P(k)

Tspk · t̄kp

k
χk · φk,p
n · t̄p ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)

=1∀k∈K

s
t̄kp ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K, p ∈ P(k)

(23)
(24)
(25)

Eqs. (1) - (6), (12) - (16)
If all of the operational paths in which the modular production units can traverse, P, are
known a priori and are embedded into the restricted master problem then R(P) = R. However,
for all but small problem instances constructing and solving the corresponding optimization
problem, R(P), is impractical because the cardinality of the set of all operational paths that

the modular production units can traverse, P, is on the order of O |K| · |F||T | · |F||{“off”,“on”}| .
Consequently, we utilize a column generation approach to generate a subset of operational
s ⊆ P – please refer to Desaulniers, Desrosiers, and Solomon (2006) for a detailed
paths, P
treatise on column generation. This is accomplished by first solving the LP relaxation of the
s
s ⊆ P – there
restricted master problem, R(·),
using a subset of feasible operational paths, P

s≡ p∈
must be at least one feasible operational path for each modular production unit, i.e., P
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s : |P(k)|
s
∪k∈K P(k)
≥1∀k∈K .
s P)
s = min J1 +
R(

X

X

s.t. xkn ≤
X

X

s
p∈P(k)

k∈K
s
p∈P(k)

tkp
s
p∈P(k)

Tspk · tkp

k
χk · φk,p
n · tp ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)

=1∀k∈K

s
tkp ∈ [0, ∞) ∀ k ∈ K, p ∈ P(k)

(26)
(27)
(28)

Eqs. (1) - (6), (12) - (16)
s
Once the relaxed restricted master problem, R(·),
has been solved, a set of |K| column generation subproblems are solved. The column generation subproblems, Sk (·, ·), generate additional
operational paths for each of the modular production units and are parameterized by two sets
of dual variables. These dual variables, π and ψ, correspond to the constraints given in Eq. (26)
s
and Eq. (27) of the relaxed restricted master problem, R(·).
Sk (π, ψ) = min

X

s.t.

X


n∈V2 (k)


X
s k − χk · π k · x̄n +
X
Zsk · z̄n,n̄ − ψk
n
n
(n,n̄)∈E2 (k) n,n̄
X
z̄
−
z̄ = θnk ∀ n ∈ V2 (k)
n,n̄
+
− n̄,n

n̄∈V2 (k,n)

x̄n ≤

X
n̄∈V2 (k,n)−

n̄∈V2 (k,n)

z̄n̄,n ∀ n ∈ V2 (k)

(29)
(30)

x̄n ∈ {0, 1} ∀ n ∈ V2 (k)

(31)

z̄n,n̄ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (n, n̄) ∈ E2 (k)

(32)

After the column generation subproblems have been solved, the subset of operational paths,
s ⊆ P, is updated to include the newly generated operational paths. This process continues
P
in an iterative fashion until the reduced cost for all the modular production units are strictly
non-negative.
It should be noted, that at any point in the column generation procedure the bounds on the
s can be easily computed.
LP relaxation of the “path-based” formulation of the DMC-MPU, R,
This is accomplished by utilizing the current objective values of the relaxed restricted master
s
problem, R(·),
and the column generation subproblems, Sk (·, ·).
X
k∈K

5.1.2

s P)
s ≤R
s ≤ R(
s P)
s
Sk (π, ψ) + R(

Reformulation of the Subproblems

In the following, we present the process utilized to recast the column generation subproblems
from mathematical programming problems with binary variables to shortest path problems. We
then present a dynamic programming algorithm that is able to solve each of the shortest path
problems in O(|E2 |) time.
The original integer programming formulation of the pricing problem, Sk (·, ·), can be recast
to a reduced integer programming problem, Ssk (·, ·), where [·]− is function that is equivalent to
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min{·, 0}.
Ssk (π, ψ) = min

X

h

(n,n̄)∈E2 (k)

s k − χk · π k
X
n̄
n̄

i
−


k
+ Zsn,n̄
· z̄n,n̄ − ψk

s.t. Eqs. (29), (32)
Once the nonredundant formulation, Ssk (·, ·), has been solved, the associated operational variables, {x̄n }n∈V2 (k) , can be solved for a posteriori using the following decision making rule in
conjunction with the optimal allocation variables, {z̄n̄,n }(n̄,n)∈E2 (k) .





1, isnegative X
s k − χk · π k ∧ isone P
z̄
n
n
n̄∈V2 (k,n)− n̄,n
xn =
0, otherwise
The function isnegative(·) returns true if its input is negative; otherwise it returns false.
In a similar fashion, the function isone(·) returns true if its input is equal to one; otherwise it
returns false.
From inspection of the column generation subproblems, Ssk (·, ·), there is only one set of
algebraic constraints, Eq. (29). These algebraic constraints are network flow balance constraints
and have been mapped from the graph G2 (V2 , E2 ). In these constraints a single unit of flow is
inserted at the artificial “source-node” and is removed at the artificial “sink-node”, which in
turn allow the location of the modular production unit to be tracked as it traverses the time
horizon
Consequently, the column generation subproblems, Ssk (·, ·), can be posed as minimum cost
network flow problems. They can then be recast as shortest path problems because there is only
one unit of flow inserted and one unit of flow removed. To solve the shortest path problems, we
have developed a problem specific two-stage dynamic programming algorithm with a complexity
of O(|E2 |). The proposed algorithm allows for possible negative edge weights in the graph, which
can arise from the negative reduced operational costs.
An overview of the bespoke two-stage dynamic programming algorithm we have developed
for solving the column generation subproblems is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
accepts as input the modular production unit under consideration as well as the optimal dual
s
variables, π and ψ, that were found by solving the restricted master problem, R(·).
The algorithm returns three different items: (i) φ, a data structure of 0’s and 1’s, which indicates when
and where the modular production unit is operational; (ii) primalCost, the objective value of
the solution excluding the reduced operational cost; and (iii) reducedCost, the objective value
of the solution including the reduced operational cost.
In the first phase of the algorithm, a forward pass is undertaken from the artificial “sourcenode” to the artificial “sink-node”. The forward pass exploits the time dependant nature that
exists between nodes in the acyclic graph, G2 (V2 (·), E2 (·)), to construct the minimal distance
and optimal precedence between all of the nodes, V2 (·), in the graph and the artificial “sourcenode”. This intrinsic time dependant nature is apparent in Figure 2. From further inspection
of Figure 2 it is clear that each node in the graph has at most |F| in neighbors. Practically,
each of these in neighbors correspond to a production facility that the modular production unit
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Algorithm 1: Dynamic Programming Algorithm
input : k – modular production unit under consideration
π – dual variables associated with the constraints given in Eq. (26)
ψ – dual variables associated with the constraints given in Eq. (27)
output: φ – indicates if the modular production unit is operational at a node
primalCost – primal costs of the operational path
reducedCost – reduced costs of the operational path given the dual variables
1 Function DynamicProgrammingAlgorithm(k, π, ψ):
/* foward pass - V2 (·) is a lexicographically sorted list
*/
2
distance ← Dict(n ← (isone(i) ? ψk : inifinity) for (i, v) ∈ enumerate(V2 (k)))
3
predecessor ← Dict(n ← null for v ∈ V2 (k))
4
foreach (i, n) ∈ enumerate(V2 (k)) do
5
if ¬isone(i) then

k : n̄ ∈ V (k, n)−
6
n̄ ← arg min distance[n̄] + Zsn̄,n
 k2

k + X
s − χk · π k
7
distance[n] ← distance[n̄] + Zsn̄,n
n
n −
predecessor[n] ← n̄
/* backwards pass
φ ← Dict(n ← 0 for v ∈ V2 (k))
primalCost ← 0.0
reducedCost ← distance[V2 (k)[last]]
with V2 (k)[last] as n do
while n 6= V2 (k)[first] do

s k − χk · π k then
if isnegative X
n
n
φ[n] ← 1
k
s k · φ[n]
primalCost ← primalCost + Zspredecessor[n],n
+X
n

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

n ← predecessor[n]
return φ, primalCost, reducedCost

17
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*/

End Function

could be coming from. Consequently, if the set, V2 (·), is sorted in a lexicographical order by
time period then the distance and optimal precedence relationships can be computed at worst
in O(|V2 |·|F |), or equivalently O(|E2 |), time – this result can be seen in lines 4-8 in Algorithm 1.
The function enumerate(·) accepts an input in the form of a list and returns a list of tuples,
where the first item in the tuple is a counter and the second item is the value from the input
list.
In the second phase of the algorithm, a backwards pass is undertaken from the artificial
“sink-node”, which is the last element in V2 (·), to the artificial “source-node”, which is the
first element in V2 (·), through the predecessor data structure. The backwards pass computes
the objective value of the solution excluding the reduced operational cost, the objective value
of the solution including the reduced operational cost, and the shortest path to the artificial
“source-node” in at worst O(|T |) time.
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5.2

Lagrangian Relaxation Procedure
The Lagrangian relaxation procedure decomposes the restricted “path-based” formulation,

R(·), into a single LP problem and a set of |K| independent subproblems by relaxing the constraints given in Eq. (26). The constraints given by Eq. (26) integrate the variables that govern
if a modular production unit is operational or not at a production facility at a given time period,
with the production set point of the modular production unit at the corresponding production
s ·) and is paramefacility and time period. The resulting Lagrangian problem is given by R(·,
terized by the Lagrangian multipliers π, which correspond to the dual variables for the relaxed
s ⊆ P.
constraints given in Eq. (26), and a subset of the operational paths, P
s
s = min J1 +
R(π,
P)
X

X

X

X

k∈K

Tspk · tkp + . . .

X
πnk · xkn −

s
p∈P(k)

k∈K

n∈V2 (k)

s
p∈P(k)

k
χk · φk,p
n · tp



s.t. Eqs. (1) - (6), (12) - (16), (27), (28)
s ·), it is evident that the problem can be
From inspection of the Lagrangian problem, R(·,
ṡ ·), and as a set of |K| independent subdecomposed into a single LP problem, given by R(·,
s̈k (·, ·). The distribution, production, and storage decisions in Lagrangian
problems, given by R
s ·), are captured by R(·),
ṡ
problem, R(·,
while the operational and routing decisions are captured
s̈
by the independent subproblems Rk (·, ·).
ṡ
R(π)
= min J1 +

X

X
k∈K

n∈V2 (k)

πnk · xkn

s.t. Eqs. (1) - (6), (12) - (16)

s̈k (π, P)
s = min
R

X

s.t.

X


s
p∈P(k)
s
p∈P(k)

Tspk −

X
n∈V2 (k)


χk · πnk · φk,p
· tp
n

tp = 1

(33)

s
tp ∈ [0, ∞) ∀ p ∈ P(k)

(34)

s̈k (·, ·), it is clear that they can be
From further inspection of the independent subproblems, R
reformulated from mathematical programming problems to a form that allows them to be solved
s
algorithmically in O(|P(·)|)
time. This reformulation is possible because in its mathematical
s̈k (·, ·), has only one algebraic constraint, Eq. (33), which is a
programming problem form, R
set partitioning constraint on a relaxed variable. Consequently, the variable corresponding to
s
the operational path, p ∈ P(k),
with the minimum objective coefficient is selected; thereby,
ensuring that the solution to the operational and routing decisions are integer feasible.
s̈k (π, P)
s = min
R

s
p∈P(k)

n
X
Tspk −

n∈V2 (k)

χk · πnk · φk,p
n

o

At every iteration of the Lagrangian relaxation procedure for the “path-based” formulation,
the Lagrangian multipliers, π, are updated utilizing a subgradient method. The direction of
the subgradient at the ith iteration is given by the vector ζ i , which is computed by utilizing the
18

optimal values of the production and operational decisions found in the most recent solution of
s ·).
R(·,
X
k
χk · φk,p
ζnk,i = xkn −
n · tp ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)
s
p∈P(k)

Consequently, given the subgradient directions, ζ, the vector of Lagrangian multipliers, π,
can be updated at the iteration to subsequent to i by,


πnk,i+1 = πnk,i + λi · X


R∗

s i, P
si )
R(π

−
X

k̄∈K



ζ k̄,i
n̄∈V2 (k) n̄

k,i 
2 · ζ n 

∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ V2 (k)

+

s i, P
si ) is the
where R∗ is the objective value of the best feasible solution found thus far, R(π
objective value of the Lagrangian problem using the most recent Lagrangian multipliers and
operational paths, and λi is the stepsize utilized in the subgradient method, where [·]+ is function
that is equivalent to max{·, 0} Jena et al. (2017).
6

Path-Based Matheuristic
In this section, we present the iterative three-stage matheuristic, which is given in Algo-

rithm 2. The matheuristic utilizes a Lagrangian relaxation based heuristic to construct a set of
locally optimal operational paths via the “path-based” formulation and then utilizes a randomized path-relinking procedure to possibly further improve the solution. The algorithm accepts
four inputs: (i) the first input argument is the greediness parameter that is utilized in constructing a random low cost solution; (ii) the second input argument governs how many times
the Lagrangian multipliers are updated before a new set of locally optimal operational paths
is generated; (iii) the third input argument is a limitation on the run time of the algorithm;
and (iv) the final argument is convergence tolerance that can be utilized to break out of the
algorithm before the time limitation is met. The algorithm returns a locally optimal solution
to the problem. At the beginning of the algorithm, the Lagrangian multipliers, π, an empty
s to store sets of locally optimal operational paths are initialized, and an initial
solution pool, S,
set of operational paths, Ps, is initialized.
Once the three data structures have been initialized, the iterative procedure begins. In
the first stage, the Lagrangian relaxation procedure for “path-based” formulation using the
current Lagrangian multipliers, π, is initiated and a locally optimal integer feasible solution
ṡ ·) and the set of independent subproblems
to the operational paths are found by solving R(·,
s̈k (·, ·). Then, new operational paths are computed for each of the modular production units
R
s ·). It should be noted that the
by calling the respective column generation subproblem, S(·,
dual variables for the constraints in Eq. (27) can be approximated by utilizing the objective
s̈k (·, ·). In the second phase, the
coefficient found by solving the independent subproblem R
s gets the solution to the locally optimal operational path that was just found
solution pool, S,
by solving the Lagrangian relaxation procedure. In the final phase, the Lagrangian multipliers
are updated iterations times utilizing the subgradient method. If the time limit, timeLimit,
has been reached or the convergence gap between the best known upper bound to the problem
computed via upperBound(·) and the best known lower bound to the problem computed via
F (·) is less than the convergence tolerance, tolerance, the algorithm breaks out of the loop;
19

Algorithm 2: Path Based Matheuristic
input : greediness – greediness of the procedure
iterations – number of iterations Lagrangian multipliers are updated
timeLimit – maximum run time of the algorithm
tolerance – convergence tolerance
output: solution – optimal solution to the problem
1 Function PathBasedMatheuristic(greediness, iterations, timeLimit, tolerance):
2
Ps ← initial a set of operational paths
3
Ss ← empty solution pool to store sets of locally optimal operational paths
4
π ← initial set of lagrangian multipliers
5
repeat
s Ps)
6
S ← set of locally optimal operational paths found by solving R(π,
/* Generate new operational paths
*/
7
foreach k ∈ K do
8
ψk ← objective coefficent for the optimal path selected when solving
s̈k (π, Ps)
R
9
Ps ← Ps ∪ {operational path found from Sk (πk , ψk )}
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

/* Path relinking procedure
if Ss 6= ∅ then
s greediness)
S ← pathRelinking(S, S,
s
s
S ←S∪S
else
Ss ← {S}
/* Solve the Lagrangian dual problem iterations iterations
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , iterations} do
Solve R(π, Ps) to compute new lower bound
π ← update Lagrangian multipliers using the subgradient method
until the timeLimit or the convergence tolerance is reached
s
solution ← arg min{UpperBound(s) : s ∈ S}
return solution

*/

*/

End Function

otherwise, a subsequent iteration is initiated.
If a second iteration of the matheuristic is initiated, the Lagrangian relaxation procedure is
repeated using the newly updated set of Lagrangian multipliers, π, and a new set of operational
paths are generated for each of the modular production units, which are then passed to the
path-relinking procedure, Algorithm 3.
The path-relinking procedure accepts three arguments: (i) the first input, P , is a locally
s is a set of locally optimal operational paths
optimal initial solution; (ii) the second input, S,
that acts as a solution pool; and (iii) the final input, greediness, is the greediness parameter
that is utilized in constructing a random low cost solution.
At the beginning of the path-relinking procedure three data structures are initialized. The
first data structure, P̈ , is initialized with the locally optimal initial solution and is utilized to
store the best solution found in the path-relinking procedure. The second data structure, K, is
initialized with the initial set of modular production units, K. The final data structure, Ṗ , is
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Algorithm 3: Path Relinking Procedure
input : P – locally optimal operational paths
Ss – solution pool that stores sets of locally optimal operational paths
greediness – greediness of the procedure
output: P̈ – best solution found through the relinking procedure
1 Function pathRelinking(P , S, greediness):
2
P̈ ← P
3
K←K
s greediness)
4
Ṗ ← randomLowCostSolution(S,
5
repeat
s ← random subset of elements from K
6
K
s greediness)
7
P ← randomLowCostSolution({(P \ {P [k]}) ∪ {Ṗ [k]} : k ∈ K},
8
P̈ ← arg min{upperBound(p) : p ∈ {P̈ , P }}
s : P [k] = Ṗ [k]}
9
K ← K ∩ {k ∈ K
10
until K = ∅
11
return P̈
12

End Function

the guiding solution for the path-relinking procedure and it is selected in a semi-greedy fashion
s via the randomLowCostSolution(·, ·) function.
from the solution pool, S,
Algorithm 4: Random Low Cost Solution
input : Ss – solution pool that stores sets of locally optimal operational paths
greediness – greediness of the procedure
output: P – operational paths chosen in a semi-greedy fashion
s greediness):
1 Function randomLowCostSolution(S,
s
2
best ← min{upperBound(p) : p ∈ S}
s
3
worst ← max{upperBound(p) : p ∈ S}
s
4
P ← randomElement({p ∈ S : upperBound(p) ≤ best + greediness · (worst − best)}
5

return P

6

End Function
The random low cost solution function, which is explicitly presented in Algorithm 4, accepts

a solution pool that stores sets of locally optimal operational paths and a greediness parameter.
The function returns a set of locally optimal operational paths chosen in a semi-greedy fashion
based upon the greediness parameter.
After the three data structures are initialized in the path-relinking procedure, the initial
solution, P , is slowly merged to the guiding solution, Ṗ . This merging occurs in an iterative
fashion and takes |K| iterations to be completed. At every iteration in this procedure, a random
s of the modular production units whose paths have not been merged from the guiding
subset, K,
solution, Ṗ , to the initial solution, P , is selected. From this set of candidates a random low
cost solution is selected by merging one the operational paths for one of the candidate modular
s from the guiding solution, Ṗ , to the merged solution, P . Then the
production units, k ∈ K,
procedure checks if this new merged solution, P , provides a better upper bound than the best
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one found thus far, P̈ , and if so it updates the best solution found thus far accordingly. Finally,
the modular production unit selected from the set of candidates chosen to merge is removed from
the set K. This iterative procedure is executed until the set of candidate modular production
units, K, is empty. The best solution found in the path-relinking procedure, P̈ , is then returned
to the matheuristic.
The new set of locally optimal operational paths generated via the path-relinking procedure
s Finally, the Lagrangian multipliers are updated
is then appended to the solution pool, S.
iterations times utilizing the subgradient method. This process repeats until the time limit,
timeLimit, is reached or the difference between the best known upper bound to the problem
computed via upperBound(·) and the best known lower bound to the problem computed via
s ·) is less than the convergence tolerance, tolerance.
R(·,
7

Numerical Experiments
In this section, we present a computational case study using randomly generated test in-

stances to show the effectiveness of the proposed matheuristic. In this case study the matheuristic is benchmarked against a “state-of-the-art” MILP solver, which solves the full-space “flowbased” mathematical programming model.
7.1

Test Instance Generation
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the performance of the proposed matheuristic

and a “state-of-the-art” MILP solver we generated a random set of 750 test instances. The
manner in which these test instances were generated is described in the supplementary information.
7.2

Computational Study
In this subsection, we present the results to the computational case study in which we

benchmark the proposed matheuristic against a “state-of-the-art” MILP solver, which solves
the full-space “flow-based” mathematical programming formulation of the test instances. We
classify the test instances utilized in the computational case study into three different groups.
The groups are categorized by the amount of time it takes the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver
to solve them to an optimality gap of less than 1%. The three groups are: (i) test instances
that take less than 1,000 seconds to solve; (ii) test instances that take between 1,000 and 10,000
[seconds] to solve; and (iii) test instances that cannot be solved within 10,000 [seconds]. The
optimality gap is defined as, min{|U − L∗ | / U, 1}, where U is the current upper bound and L∗
is the best known lower bound.
The algorithms were implemented in Julia 1.7.0, the mathematical programming models
were constructed utilizing JuMP 0.22.2 Dunning, Huchette, and Lubin (2017), and the mathematical programming problems were solved using Gurobi 9.5 Gurobi Optimization, LLC (2022).
The experiments were performed on a machine at the Texas A&M High Performance Research
Computing (HPRC) with an Intel Xeon 6248R 3.0GHz 24-core processor with its usable threads
capped at 4. The maximum run time for the matheuristic and the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver
was set to 1,000 seconds and 10,000 seconds, respectively, while the optimality gap was set to
1.0% for the matheuristic and the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver.
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Performance of the “State-of-the-Art” MILP Solver
In the following paragraphs, we present the results for the test instances using the benchmark
method. These results have been computed by passing the full-space “flow-based” mathematical
programming formulation of the test instances using a “state-of-the-art” MILP solver. Of the
the 750 randomly generated test instances, approximately 24% of them were solved within 1,000
seconds, approximately 12% of them were solved between 1,000 seconds and 10,000 seconds,
and approximately 64% were not solved within 10,000 seconds.

Figure 4: Scaled sizes of the test instance attributes.
Figure 4 presents three sets of violin plots. These plots are utilized to show how the computational time required to solve the problem is affected by the number of commodities in the
supply chain, |C|, the number of production facilities in the supply chain, |F|, the number of
modular production units utilized, |K|, and the number of time periods decisions can be made,
|T |, as well as the number of binary variables, |B|, number of linear algebraic constraints, |C|,
and number of continuous variables, |R|, utilized in the mathematical programming model. In
these three figures, the y-axis has been normalized to values between 0 and 1 due to the fact
that the cardinalities of the sets, the number of variables in the mathematical programming
model, and the number of linear algebraic constraints in the mathematical programming model
are all on different orders of magnitude. The extreme values of the sets and the statistics of
the mathematical programming model are presented in Table 1. From inspection of these three
sub-figures it is clear that the number of commodities in the supply chain, |C|, and the number of production facilities in the supply chain, |F|, has a larger affect on the computational
complexity of the problem than the number of modular production units utilized, |K|, and the
number of time periods utilized, |T |.
Table 1: Bounds on the unscaled sizes of the test instance attributes.

Minimum
Maximum

|C|

|F|

|K|

|T |

|B|

|C|

|R|

2
25

1
50

10
50

10
50

420
3,868,855

5,837.25
12,951,216

2,184
2,548,561

Figure 5 illustrates the convergence profiles for the three different aggregated groups of test
instances. In each of the filled contours plots in Figure 5, the x-axis represents the run time,
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Figure 5: Convergence profiles for the aggregated test instances.
the y-axis represents the fraction of problems, and the filled color represents the optimality gap.
It is worth pointing out that in these filled contours plots the x-axis and the filled color is on a
log scale.
Performance of the Proposed Matheuristic
In the following paragraphs, we compare the computational performance of the proposed
matheuristic to the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver. It should be pointed out, that two initial
operational paths for each modular production unit in the matheuristic, as given by Ps in line
2 of Algorithm 2, were generated by assuming: (i) that the modular production unit, k ∈ K, is
never moved from its initial location in the supply chain, ψk ∈ F, and that it is operational in
every time period; and (ii) that the modular production unit, k ∈ K, is never moved from its
initial location in the supply chain, ψk ∈ F, and that it is never operational.

Figure 6: Performance curves for the test instances that take the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver
less than 1,000 [seconds] to solve.
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Figure 6 illustrates the performance curves of the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver and the
matheuristic for the group of test instances that take the mathematical programming solver less
than 1,000 seconds to solve to an optimality gap of 1%. From inspection of the first group of
test instances, it is clear that the proposed matheuristic produces a slightly tighter initial bound
when compared to the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver. However, unlike the “state-of-the-art”
MILP solver, the proposed matheuristic ends up getting stuck in local optimal solutions and
are unable to solve all of the test instances to the desired optimality gap of 1%.

Figure 7: Performance curves for the test instances that take the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver
between 1,000 and 10,000 seconds to solve.
Figure 7 illustrates the performance curves of the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver and the
matheuristic for the group of test instances that take the mathematical programming solver
between than 1,000 seconds and 10,000 seconds to solve to an optimality gap of 1%. From
inspection of Figure 7 it is clear that both of the proposed matheuristic is able to dramatically outperform the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver in the first 1,000 seconds. Specifically the
proposed matheuristic is able to solve roughly 75% of the problems to an optimality gap of at
worst 25% in over 1.5 orders of magnitude in time faster than the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver.
Similarly, the proposed matheuristic is able to solve approximately 65% of the test instance in
this group to an optimality gap of at worst 5% in a little over 1 order of magnitude faster than
the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver. Along the same track, the proposed matheuristic is able
to solve a larger portion of the problems to an optimally gap of 1% than the “state-of-the-art”
MILP solver.
Figure 8 illustrates the performance curves of the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver and the
matheuristic for the group of test instances that take the mathematical programming solver is
unable to solve to an optimality gap of 1% in 10,000 seconds. From inspection of Figure 8 it is
clear that the effectiveness of the proposed matheuristic when compared to the “state-of-theart” MILP solver dramatically increases with the complexity of the test instances. Notably, the
proposed matheuristic is able to solve approximately 30% of the test instances to an optimality
gap of at worst 25% in over 1.5 orders of magnitude of time faster than the “state-of-the-art”
MILP solver. Moreover, the matheuristic is able to solve roughly 3 times as many problems
to an optimality gap of at worst 25% in 1,000 seconds, when compared to the “state-of-the25

Figure 8: Performance curves for the test instances that take the “state-of-the-art” MILP solver
more than 10,000 seconds to solve.
art” MILP solver. Furthermore, the proposed matheuristic is able to solve roughly 2 times as
many problems to an optimality gap of at worst 5% in 1,000 seconds, when compared to the
“state-of-the-art” MILP solver.
8

Concluding Remarks
In this work, we present a systematic framework to determine the optimal operation of

multi-commodity supply chains that harness modular manufacturing techniques, which refer
to as the dynamic multiple commodity supply chain problem with modular production units. In
the DMC-MPU the central planner has the ability to relocate the modular production units
between production facilities to meet the spatial and temporal changes in the availabilities,
demands, and prices of the underlying commodities. The framework includes two different
mathematical programming formulations utilizing MILP to solve the DMC-MPC. The first
MILP model utilizes a “flow-based” formulation to spatially and temporally track the routing
and operational decisions for the modular production units, while the second MILP model
utilizes a “path-based” formulation whose LP relaxation can be found via a column generation
procedure. The column generation procedure prevents the a priori generation of all the possible
operational paths. Also, the procedure allows the bounds to the relaxed problem to be found by
solving a much simpler LP problem and a set of column generation subproblems. It should be
highlighted that we have developed a bespoke dynamic programming that can solve each of the
column generation subproblems in O(|E2 |) time, where E2 is the set of edges in the underlying
graph, G2 (V2 , E2 ), utilized to spatially and temporally track the modular production units.
Due to the computational difficulties that arise when solving medium-scale to large-scale
instances we have developed a three-stage matheuristic. In the first stage of the matheuristic, a
feasible solution to the problem is generated by solving a Lagrangian relaxation based heuristic
for the respective formulation. In the second stage of the matheuristic, we utilize a pathrelinking procedure to act as a local procedure by intensifying known quality solutions. In the
third and final stage of the matheuristic, the Lagrangian multipliers are updated utilizing a
sub-gradient procedure. These three phases continue in an iterative fashion until the time limit
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has been reached or a convergence tolerance has been reached.
The effectiveness of the matheuristic is illustrated through numerical experiments with a set
of randomly generated test instances. For the large-scale test instances, the results show that
the matheuristic produces quality solutions orders of magnitude faster than a “state-of-the-art”
MILP solver. Moreover, we found that the matheuristic often produce quality integer feasible
solutions to the DMC-MPU with loose certificates of optimality before the “state-of-the-art”
MILP has the opportunity to finish calculating its initial LP relaxation.
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Supplementary Material
Test Instance Generation
Sets
The sets in the test instances were generated according to the distributions given in Table 2.
In the table we use a floor function, b·c, to round its input value down to the nearest integer
and a function, d·e, to round its input value up to the nearest integer.
Table 2: Distributions utilized for generating the sets in the test instances.
Set

Distribution

|C1 |
|C2 |
|C3 |
|D|
|F|
|K|
|R|
|T |

U[1, 2, . . . , 10]
U[1, 2, . . . , 5]
U[d0.5 · |R| · |C1 | / |D|e, d0.5 · |R| · |C1 | / |D|e + 1, . . . , min{b1.5 · |R| · |C1 | / |D|c, 10}]
U[d0.5 · |R|e, d0.5 · |R|e + 1, . . . , min{b1.5 · |R|c, 50}]
U[1, 2, . . . , 50]
U[10, 11, . . . , 50]
U[1, 2, . . . , 50]
U[10, 11, . . . , 50]

Supply Chain Graphs
The superstructure of the supply chain graphs for each of the test instances was generated
from the test instance’s corresponding sets. For each test instance, a set of |C| subgraphs we
randomly generated to capture the pathways for the direct shipment of commodities. The
manner in which these subgraphs were generated is given in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: Procedure to Generate Subgraphs
input : V1 – vertices in the supply chain graph
coordinates – coordinates for vertices in the supply chain graph
connectivity – connectivity fraction for the supply chain subgraph
output: V – vertices in the supply chain subgraph
E – edges in the supply chain subgraph
1 Function SubgraphGenerator(V1 , coordinates, connectivity):
2
E←∅
3
foreach i ∈ V1 do
4
N ← sort([j foreach j ∈ V1 \ {i} do], by =
U(0, kcoordinates[i] − coordinates[j]k))
5
N ← {k foreach (j, k) ∈ enumerate(N ) do if j ≤ dconnectivity · |V1 |e}
6
E ← E ∪ {(i, j) foreach j ∈ N do}
7
return unique({i foreach (i, j) ∈ E do} ∪ {j foreach (i, j) ∈ E do}), E
8

End Function
The procedure accepts three inputs: (i) the first input argument is the vertices in the sup-

ply chain graph; (ii) the second input argument is a data structure that stores the randomly
generated coordinates, U([0, 0], [1, 1]), for each of the vertices; and (iii) the third input argument is a fraction that represents the connectivity between the vertices in the subgraph. The
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procedure returns two outputs: (i) the first output is the vertices in the subgraph; and (ii) the
second output is the edges in the subgraph. At the beginning of this procedure two empty sets
are initialized to store the vertices and edges in the subgraph. Then an iterative procedure is
initiated for each vertex in the supply chain to randomly and systematically generate connections between other vertices in the graph. Specifically, for each vertex, i ∈ V1 , a sorted list of
all other vertices, j ∈ V1 \ {i}, in the graph is generated based upon a semi-random distance,
U(0, kcoordinates[i] − coordinates[j]k); where k · k is a function that computes the L2 norm of
its input argument. Then in line 6, this list of vertices is reduced by its connectivity fraction.
In the last phase of the iterative procedure the data structures that store unique vertices and
edges for the subgraph are returned.
Parameters
The parameters in the test instances were generated according to the distributions given in
Table 3. Like the randomly generated sets, there are some interdependencies that exists within
the parameters and the sets. These interdependencies ensure that all the parameters in the test
instances scale concurrently.
Table 3: Distributions utilized for generating the parameters in the test instances.
Objective Coefficient
Γct,v,v̄
c
Pt,v
c
St,v
c
Yt,v
k
Xt,v
sk
X
t,v

Zs(kt̄,v̄),(t,v)
1gc
v,v̄

∼ U(0, 1);
U(0, 5);

2 ḡ c
v

Distribution
c · ω t · distance[v, v̄] 1
gv,v̄

ḡvc · ω t · 10 · (c ∈
/ C3 ) + 300 · (c ∈ C3 ) 2
ĝvk · ω t 3
0
ġvk · ω t 4
g̃vk · ω t 5
ğvk · ω t 6

∼ U(0, 1);

3 ĝ k
v

∼ U(0, 1);

4 ġ k
v

∼ U(0, 0.5);

5 g̃ k
v

∼ U(0, 5);

6 ğ k
v

∼

As aforementioned, the nominal availability of a commodity that serves as a raw material,
c ∈ C1 , and the nominal demand of a commodity that serves as a final product, c ∈ C3 , at
c and
a location, v ∈ V1 , in the supply chain during a time period, t ∈ T , is given by αt,v
c respectively. To generate these temporal dependent nominal availabilities and nominal
βt,v

demands we have utilized a non-linear function, whose coefficients are drawn from uniform
distributions. For each of the test instances, these coefficients are dependent on the commodity,
c ∈ C, and location, v ∈ V1 , under consideration. To ensure that the nominal availabilities and
nominal demands of commodities do not all begin in the first time period, we have utilized offset
parameters, ιcv and κcv . It worth pointing out, that if a commodity, c ∈ C, does not serve as a
c , is equal to zero. Likewise, if a commodity, c ∈ C,
raw material, its nominal availability, αt,v
c , is equal to zero.
does not serve as a final product, its nominal demand, βt,v

Additionally, to ensure that the material balance constraints in the test instances are always
c , as given by ρc and υ c , have
feasible, the upper bounds of the slack variables, pct,v and yt,v
t,v
t,v

been set to infinity.
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Table 4: Distributions utilized for generating the objective coefficients in the test instances.
Objective Coefficient
Γct,v,v̄
c
Pt,v
c
St,v
c
Yt,v
k
Xt,v
sk
X
t,v
Zs(kt̄,v̄),(t,v)
1gc
v,v̄

∼ U(0, 1);
U(0, 5);

2 ḡ c
v

Distribution
c · ω t · distance[v, v̄] 1
gv,v̄

ḡvc · ω t · 10 · (c ∈
/ C3 ) + 300 · (c ∈ C3 ) 2
ĝvk · ω t 3
0
ġvk · ω t 4
g̃vk · ω t 5
ğvk · ω t 6

∼ U(0, 1);

3 ĝ k
v

∼ U(0, 1);

4 ġ k
v

∼ U(0, 0.5);

5 g̃ k
v

∼ U(0, 5);

6 ğ k
v

∼

Objective Coefficients
The objective coefficients in the test instances were generated according to the distributions
given in Table 4. Like the randomly generated sets and parameters, there are some interdependencies that exists within the objective coefficients. It should be highlighted, that the temporal
dependence in the objective coefficients are captured through the randomly generated discount
factor, ω, which is raised to the time period, t ∈ T , under consideration.
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